The PDF file includes: Table S1 . Distribution of intracamp, intercamp, and total dyads by kinship level in forest and coastal multicamp groups. Table S2 . Distribution of intracamp, intercamp, and total dyads by sex composition in forest and coastal multicamp groups. Table S3 . Time to crossover as a function of camp size, network type, and transmission mode. Table S4 . Fraction of dyads classified by relatedness (close kin, extended kin, non-kin) or location (intra-and intercamp) and estimated at successive innovation level (A1/B1, A2/B2, A3/B3, crossover 1/2). Legends for data files S1 to S4 Table S1 . Distribution of intracamp, intercamp, and total dyads by kinship level in forest and coastal multicamp groups. The proportion of unweighted close kin dyads is significantly higher at intra-than inter-camp level both in the forest (χ 2 =32.3; P<10 -7 ) and coastal (χ 2 =10; P=0.0016) groups. The same is true for weighted dyads, both in the forest (χ 2 =4841; P<10 -10 ) and coastal (χ 2 =1427; P<10 -10 ) groups. Table S2 . Distribution of intracamp, intercamp, and total dyads by sex composition in forest and coastal multicamp groups. M-M: male-male; F-F: female-female; M-F: malefemale. In the case of unweighted dyads, the predicted inter-, intra-, and total distribution was calculated as the expected proportions under the assumption of random inter-and intra-camp association between all males and females in each group (forest and coastal), and for this reason the total number of predicted dyads is larger than the observed number. The predicted distribution of weighted dyads is an extrapolation of the proportions of the observed sex distribution of unweighted dyads. For this reason, the total number of predicted and observed dyads is the same. Test statistics were derived from chi-square tests comparing observed and predicted distributions. Table S3 . Time to crossover as a function of camp size, network type, and transmission mode. Each time to crossover (t) is the mean value of 1000 simulations. Fully connected networks, all neighbours: innovations transmitted to all neighbours (i.e. all nodes). Real network, all neighbours: innovations transmitted only to nodes directly linked to innovating dyad, with network topology as in the real Agta camps or multi-camp groups. Real network, close kin only: innovations transmitted only to close kin individuals directly linked to innovating dyad, with network topologies also as in real Agta groups. The two columns with tests statistics represent the results of Wilcoxon rank tests between the adjacent columns. Significant tests (P<0.05) shown in bold. Also shown are the 95% confidence interval of the difference between group means. 
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